**Course Equivalents within Public Health Programs**

(last updated: January 2017)

**Students may NOT register for both a course and the course’s equivalent**

PH 201: Principles of Epidemiology
- CEE 154: Principles of Epidemiology
- NUTR 204: Principles of Epidemiology

PH 204: Environmental and Occupational Health
- CEE 158: Environmental and Occupational Health

PH 205: Principles of Biostatistics
- CEE 194: Principles of Biostatistics
- NUTR 207: Statistical Methods for Nutrition Science and Policy
  & NUTR 307: Regression Analysis for Nutrition Policy
- NUTR 206: Biostatistics I
  & NUTR 309: Statistical Methods for Nutrition Research II

PH 206: Intermediate Biostatistics: Regression Methods
- NUTR 323: Intermediate Biostatistics: Regression Methods
  (PH 206/NUTR 323 is a shared course in the fall semester)

PH 210: Law in Public Health
- PH 214: Health and Law Ethics

PH 216: Health Care Organization: Budgeting and Management
- NUTR 216: Management, Planning and Control of Nutrition and Health Programs and Organizations
  Please note: Health Services Management & Policy Concentrators are required to take PH 216

PH 222: Survey Research Methods and Data Management
- NUTR 210: Survey Research in Nutrition

PH 234: Public Health Economics
- NUTR 238: Economics for Food Policy Analysis

PH 251: Intermediate Epidemiology
- NUTR 319: Intermediate Epidemiology

HCOM 522: Changing Health Behaviors: Healthy People and Communities
- CH 099: Special Topics in Community Health: Changing Health Behaviors
- NUTR 211: Theories of Behavior Change and Their Application in Nutrition & Public Health Interventions
  & NUTR 218: Communication Strategies in Health Promotions